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Maximum Marks: 40

Note: Attempt five cluestions

ir

all. Select two questions each from

Section A and B whiie Section U is compulsory.
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ECTION-A

State and prove Cauchy's First Theoi.em on Linrits.
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(a) Prove that a convergent sequence is always a Cauchy
sequence.
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(b) lf {a.}, {b.} and {cn} are three sequences such that
bn(on(cn V neNtr and

lll.

bnll, cn)1, then an)1.

(a) lf {an} is mcnotonic decreasing sequence of positive terms
and converges to zero, tiren lff=, (-t1"-tan is convergent. 4

(b)

Discuss the convergence or divergence of the series
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(b) Discuss the conve rgerlce or divergence of the series
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v.

A function

such
PUP(O)

f is R-integrabte on [a, b] and there exists a function

that F'=f on fa, bl,tnen show that

F

[! f dx - F(b) - F(a).6
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(a) Prove that every monctonic
function defined on [a,
L-' b] is
Riemann

-J

integrable.
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(b) Given an example of bcunded
function ,,vhich
integrable over [0,1].

Vlt.

(a) Compute

3

{f fxld.x,wnere [x] denotes the greatest

greater than x

integer not
3

(b) Let a funct on F is R-irtegrable
on [a, b], then show thatthe
function F defined as

F(x) = [* f (t)d.t,a< x < b is continuous on
[a, b].

Vlll.

(a) For a function F, V(f
i.i, bl)=0 iff F is a constant on [a,
(b) Let F be continuous orr
[0, b]. Then F is of
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bounded variation

o" [a, bl irf F c:. be exo ]ssee as difforolrc rr r r - - --
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SECTION-C

lX.

(a) Define convergent serluence.
(b) prove tnat Lrm
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convergcnt?.1ustify your answer.

(d) Show that the series

XL. +is

convergent.

(e) Show that the function f defined
by

,,_r_{ 0,when x is rational
't^/-t1, when x i.s trrational
then show tnet

ls not integrable on any interval.

ff fe)c:x = Il g@)d.x
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(g) Define Total Variatiori of function.

(h) lf f is increasing funcrion on
[a, b], then prove that f is
function of bo.rnded variation on
;a,b] 2 x B = 1_6
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